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ABSTRACT
To improve the performance of Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs) beyond simply increasing core count, architects are
recently adopting a scale-up approach: the peak throughput
and individual capabilities of the GPU cores are increasing
rapidly. This big-core trend in GPUs leads to various challenges, including higher static power consumption and lower
and imbalanced utilization of the datapath components of a
big core. As we show in this paper, two key problems ensue:
(1) the lower and imbalanced datapath utilization can waste
power as an application does not always utilize all portions
of the big core datapath, and (2) the use of big cores can
lead to application performance degradation in some cases
due to the higher memory system contention caused by the
more memory requests generated by each big core.
This paper introduces a new analysis of datapath component utilization in big-core GPUs based on queuing theory principles. Building on this analysis, we introduce a
fine-grained dynamic power- and clock-gating mechanism for
the entire datapath, called µC-States, which aims to minimize power consumption by turning off or tuning-down datapath components that are not bottlenecks for the performance of the running application. Our experimental evaluation demonstrates that µC-States significantly reduces both
static and dynamic power consumption in a big-core GPU,
while also significantly improving the performance of applications affected by high memory system contention. We
also show that our analysis of datapath component utilization can guide scheduling and design decisions in a GPU
architecture that contains heterogeneous cores.

1. INTRODUCTION
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have been used extensively to efficiently execute modern data-parallel applications. To improve GPU performance, architects have traditionally increased the number of GPU cores while keeping
each core simple. More recently, in addition to increasing
the processing core count, architects are adopting a scale-up
approach to GPUs: the peak throughput and individual capabilities of each core are increasing rapidly (i.e., each core
is getting bigger). For example, the AMD GCN [5] and
TeraScale [32] architectures, and the NVIDIA Kepler architecture [69] have enhanced their core micro-architectures
with more fetch/decode units, wavefront/warp schedulers,
and functional units, compared to their predecessors. This
big core trend in GPU design increases each GPU core’s
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peak throughput and capabilities in successive generations,
and can potentially enable significant performance boosts
for many classes of applications.
Unfortunately, the big core design approach also leads to
challenges in power consumption and performance. First, a
big core dissipates more static power than a small one due
to the larger and wider components in the datapath. Even
if application performance increases with big cores, the additional performance benefit might not compensate for the
increase in power consumption, which can reduce the overall
energy efficiency of the system. Second, some applications
do not gain performance from the enhanced features of big
cores, which leads to extra power consumption without any
benefit. Third, some applications whose performance is limited by the memory system1 can lose performance with big
cores, due to the higher memory contention created by big
cores (as we demonstrate in this paper), which results in
both lower performance and higher power consumption.
To illustrate the effect of the big core designs on performance, Figure 1 shows the performance (in instructions per
cycle) of six representative applications running on a GPU
with 16 big cores, normalized to each application’s performance on a GPU with 16 small cores.2 The system with big
cores dissipates 44% more static power than the system with
small cores. We observe that using the big-core system (1)
significantly improves the performance of two applications
(SLA, MM), (2) does not affect the performance of two others (SCAN and SSSP), and (3) degrades the performance of
yet two others (BLK, SCP). The applications that lose performance with big cores stress the memory system significantly,
and also generate a high number of memory requests per
wavefront. In our big-core system, these characteristics lead
to (1) more requests to be generated per core, (2) more requests from different wavefronts to contend with each other
for memory service, leading to more wavefront stalls (because each wavefront can continue execution only when all
of its memory requests are serviced and memory contention
increases the likelihood of at least one of each wavefront’s
requests taking longer), and (3) more cache line reservation
(i.e., allocation) failures due to small L1 caches in GPUs
and longer queuing latencies at the caches due to cache and
memory contention. Overall, these experiments with representative applications show that a GPU architecture with
big cores is not always the best design choice.
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Figure 1: Performance of a GPU consisting of 16 big cores, normalized to a GPU with 16 small cores.
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We use the term memory system for the combination of caches,
interconnect, and DRAM.
2
Section 2 provides details of our small-core and big-core systems.

As we have shown, both the small-core and the big-core
GPU designs have pros and cons. Our goal is to design
a GPU architecture that enables the big-core GPU designs
to be practical and efficient in terms of both performance
and power consumption. We achieve this by keeping the
power consumption under control while reaping the performance benefits of big cores whenever possible, and preventing the big-core design from degrading application performance when memory becomes the performance bottleneck.
To this end, we first conduct a new, queuing theory-based
analysis of the pipeline of a big-core GPU. From our detailed
study, we observe that (1) most of the pipeline components
are heavily under-utilized, (2) the utilization levels of different pipeline components vary significantly across different applications, and within the same application, and (3)
the utilization level of a particular component varies significantly across different phases of the execution. Based
on this component-level analysis, we identify the pipeline
components that are critical for performance for different
applications. We introduce a dynamic power- and clockgating mechanism for the entire datapath, called µC-States,
which aims to minimize power consumption by turning off
or tuning-down datapath components that are not bottlenecks for the performance of the running application. We
name our mechanism building on C-States [34], which is a
core-level power-management technique employed in current
general-purpose microprocessors under the direction of the
system software. In contrast to this CPU mechanism, our
proposal, µC-States, is (1) fine-grained, because it manages
power consumption at the datapath component level, and (2)
invisible to software.
The basic idea of µC-States is simple: power-gate or clockgate datapath components (1) that are underutilized or (2)
that, if operated at their full bandwidth, would lead to performance loss by causing higher memory contention (as described above). µC-States employs an algorithm that starts
power/clock-gating from the pipeline back-end (i.e., execution units) and gradually ripples the power/clock-gating to
the front-end (e.g, fetch/decode stages) in three different
phases, in order to ensure minimal performance loss. µCStates employs clock-gating for certain pipeline components
that would lose data or execution state when power-gated
(see Section 2.3 and Section 4), which ensures that no state
that affects correctness is lost.
Our comprehensive evaluations of µC-States show that it
reduces average static chip power by 16% and dynamic chip
power by 7%, compared to a baseline big-core design across
34 GPU applications. µC-States also improves the performance of applications that would otherwise lose performance
with big cores by 9%, without significantly degrading the
performance of any other applications. Our results demonstrate that µC-States is not specific to any wavefront scheduler and can work effectively with different schedulers. We
also show that its benefits are not sensitive to power-gating
related timing and energy overheads.
This paper also illustrates how our analysis of datapath
component utilization of applications can be used to exploit (and perhaps design) a heterogeneous GPU architecture
that contains both small and big GPU cores. We provide a
case study that, based on our application bottleneck analysis, categorizes applications according to their affinity to
small or big cores and maps each application appropriately
to the core type it executes most efficiently on, in a multiprogrammed environment where applications execute concurrently on the GPU system. Our study shows that such
a heterogeneous GPU architecture reduces power and area

cost over a big-core design, without hurting performance,
and improves performance over a small-core design, due to
the effective mapping of the core type to application needs.
To our knowledge, this is the first work that provides
(1) a detailed and rigorous characterization of application
sensitivity to datapath components in a GPU that contains big cores, and (2) a comprehensive fine-grained powerand clock-gating mechanism across the entire GPU datapath that builds upon observations from this characterization.
We make the following contributions:
• We conduct a new, queuing-theory-based analysis of the
GPU pipeline datapath components of a big-core GPU architecture across 34 applications. This study is the first to
demonstrate (1) the utilization levels of all major GPU datapath components and (2) varying utilization of the components across and within applications. We believe this study
and its methodology can help architects to explore the bigcore and heterogeneous-core design spaces for GPUs.
• We propose µC-States, a comprehensive fine-grained dynamic power- and clock-gating technique for GPU datapath
components in a big-core GPU design. We show µC-States
works effectively for 14 different datapath components across
34 workloads, reducing both static and dynamic power consumption and improving performance.
• We demonstrate the advantages of a heterogeneous GPU
design consisting of both big and small GPU cores on the
same chip, for efficient concurrent execution of multiple applications. Our analysis shows that application-to-core mapping guided by our bottleneck datapath component analysis
provides significant power and chip area savings over a bigcore design, without hurting system performance.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 GPU Architecture and Core Pipeline
A GPU compute pipeline consists of multiple components:
fetch/decode units (IFID), wavefront schedulers (SCH),
pipeline registers, operand collectors (OC), streaming processors (SP), special function units (SFU), and load store
(LDST) units. The SP unit is composed of an integer and a
floating point unit. Our small core configuration is similar
to an Nvidia GTX480 GPU [9], which is based on the Fermi
architecture [68]. Our big core configuration, shown in Figure 2, has twice the number of SP, SFU, LDST, and SCH
units as our small core-based system. This configuration
is similar to an NVIDIA GTX 660, which is based on the
Kepler architecture [69], with slightly higher DRAM bandwidth. In our big core, there are 4 wavefront schedulers, and
2 SP, SFU, and LDST groups, where each group consists of
32 SP, 4 SFU, and 16 LDST units, respectively. The big core
also has twice the number of IFID and OC units, and the
pipeline register size as the small core. Table 3 shows the
details of our big core configuration. We show in Section 6.4
that our proposal works effectively with a larger register file
and a larger number of Cooperative Thread Arrays (CTAs)
per-core.
Figure 3 shows the high-level diagram of a GPU core
pipeline. The IFID block fetches/decodes instructions, and
handles all types of instructions, including integer and floating (SP), special function (SFU), and memory (LDST) instructions. SCH schedules the instructions from the IFID
stage and sends them to the appropriate pipeline. Depending on its type, an instruction is inserted into its corresponding pipeline register (IDOCSP , IDOCSFU , or IDOCLDST ).
Each pipeline register is connected to a specialized operand
collector (OCSP , OCSFU , or OCLDST ) that keeps track of
the register accesses by the instructions. After the operand
2
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However, this calculation is not so accurate in the memory
pipeline, where the service time is variable and depends on
memory system performance. We observe that the queuing
delay in the memory pipeline is neither low nor predictable.
The inability of the service time metric to capture queuing
delay leads to an incomplete picture of the total delays in
the unit. Therefore, for the memory pipeline, we use the Response Time metric, which is defined as the time between
when a memory instruction is sent from the pipeline register OCEXLDST to the EXLDST unit and when the memory
instruction is committed. Response time captures both the
service time as well as the queuing delay of the unit. Due
to the difficulty in measuring response time in hardware, we
estimate its value using Little’s Law. Little’s Law states that
the average number of jobs (J) in the queue of a system is
equal to the average arrival rate of the jobs to the system
(λ) multiplied by the average response time for a job in the
system (W ): J = λW .3
Utilization Law and Little’s Law allow us to determine the
performance bottlenecks of GPUs using a theoretical framework, which we then use to develop our power/clock-gating
mechanism. This theory-based background provides robustness to our proposal, making it less sensitive to effects of
the wavefront scheduler (Section 6.4) and dynamic changes
in application behavior.
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Figure 2: GPU core microarchitecture.

collectors, the control and data signals of the instruction are
inserted into the corresponding pipeline register (OCEXSP ,
OCEXSFU , or OCEXLDST ) before they get sent into the execution unit (EXSP , EXSFU , or EXLDST ).
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Figure 3: A high-level view of the GPU core pipeline.

2.2

2.3

Methods for Analyzing Core Bottlenecks

Power- and Clock-Gating

We power/clock-gate components at the granularity of a
group (as defined in Section 2.1). We do not gate all of
the groups of the same type. For example, when powergating SP, we power-gate only one of the two groups.4 All
of the integer and floating point units in the power-gated
SP group are turned off. Similarly, we clock-gate only half
of the LDST units. We call a component as tuned-down if
one of the groups (i.e., half of the units) in that component
is power/clock-gated. Tuning-down a component halves its
peak throughput.
While power-gating (PG) reduces static power, clockgating (CG) reduces dynamic power. The potential power
savings with PG is more than that with CG, and this difference will be even more significant as static power becomes
more important with technology scaling [78]. However, PG
is more difficult to employ because it has higher timing overheads, requires more idle time to be employed, and needs
to be employed for long enough (i.e., at least for breakeven time) to compensate for its energy overhead. Moreover, PG results in loss of data for the gated component.
Thus, we use PG to tune-down components that do not store
data (instruction decoder, wavefront scheduler, integer and
floating-point units, and special functional units), and CG to
tune-down components that store data (instruction buffer,
pipeline registers, operand collectors, and load/store queue).
For example, tuning-down for IFID means clock-gating half
of the IFID. A tuned-down IFID can fetch and decode at
most 2 instructions per cycle, which is half the peak number
of instructions per cycle in our baseline. Tuning-down for
EXSP means power-gating half of the SP. While the baseline system can execute 64 integer instructions per cycle,
this number is 32 for a tuned-down EXSP .
Overheads. A component should be power-gated for at
least a time period, called break-even time, in order to compensate for the incurred energy overhead of entering and

To identify performance bottlenecks and to gauge opportunities for turning off individual GPU datapath components, we borrow ideas from queuing theory. We make use of
two key concepts. The Utilization Law states that the component with the highest utilization is the performance bottleneck [36]. To determine whether the performance bottleneck for memory instructions is the memory pipeline (LDST
unit) or the rest of the memory system, we estimate memory
latencies using Little’s Law [56].
First, we investigate the utilization of each pipeline component. The utilization of the IFID block is calculated as
the ratio of the cycles the IFID block is busy over total
cycles, averaged across the width of the block. For example, in a single cycle, if IFID is 2-wide (i.e., IFID can fetch
and decode two instructions per cycle), and fetches and decodes one instruction, its utilization is 0.5. The SCH utilization is given as the ratio of the cycles SCH is busy over
total cycles, averaged across the SCH width. Similarly, we
calculate the utilization of each pipeline register (IDOCSP ,
IDOCSFU , IDOCLDST , OCEXSP , OCEXSFU , OCEXLDST ),
operand collector (OCSP , OCSFU , OCLDST ), and execution
unit, as the ratio of busy time of each over total cycles.
Utilization of a component is defined as the product of its
throughput (X) and its average service time (S); U = XS.
Throughput is defined as the number of completions per unit
time. Service time is defined as the time for a completion.
Based on the utilization levels of the pipeline components
in Figure 3, we can detect the bottleneck (i.e., the component with the highest utilization). This analysis can be used
for power/clock-gating of relatively less utilized (i.e., nonbottleneck) components without degrading performance.
We use the above utilization-based analysis for SP and
SFU pipelines. The execution units for these two stages have
deterministic service times, and from our simulations we observe little queueing delay for these units. By measuring the
throughput of the SP and SFU unit each and multiplying
it with the known service time of each, the utilization value
calculated with Utilization Law closely matches the actual
utilization value we measure for each of these two units.

3

We use the memory response time calculated based on Little’s Law
to determine whether or not the memory system is congested.
4
We do not explore having more groups, because having more than
two power domains per core might not be practical to implement.
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ware executing real GPU workloads (and it is not an artifact
of simulation or that of an over-provisioned baseline).
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Figure 4: ALU and LDST pipeline utilization in real GPUs.

Traditional CPUs. Prior works that employ pipelinecomponent-level gating mechanisms focused on CG [8, 55,
58]. However, such mechanisms are employed at a very
fine granularity, and thus are not suitable for PG due to
the wake-up and break-even overheads. As static power
becomes a major contributor to the total chip power with
CMOS technology scaling [78], PG will be increasingly important for power management. Furthermore, some of these
works [8,55] do not consider gating the issue stage. However,
as we will show in Section 3.2, reducing the peak throughput
of the issue stage via a gating mechanism does not only reduce power consumption, but can also improve application
performance in a GPU.
GPUs. Warped Gates [2] is the only work that proposes
a pipeline-level PG mechanism for GPUs. However, it leads
to significant performance losses in some applications because it can power-gate performance-critical components. It
is also employed at a fine granularity, and is dependent on
the wavefront scheduling algorithm to create idle cycles for
the components that will be power-gated. We will show (in
Section 3.2) that a rigorous analysis of component utilization in the whole GPU pipeline can guide us in determining the performance-critical components. This enables us to
tune-down components without significant performance loss
even if they have non-idle cycles. GpuWattch [54] employs
CG for SIMD lanes in the presence of branch divergence,
and does not consider any of the possible component-level
power-saving opportunities that occur due to underutilization (as we analyze in Section 3.2).

The GPU profiler does not provide utilization statistics for
pipeline components except ALU and LDST. To get a better
understanding of the under-utilization problem, we tabulate
the utilization of 14 different components in Table 1 across
34 benchmarks, obtained using GPGPU-Sim [9]. The y-axis
lists the benchmarks, and the x-axis shows the utilization
(between 0% and 100%) of each component. We break down
IFID and SCH utilization into the type of instruction (SP,
SFU or MEM) that is decoded and issued.
Five key observations are in order. First, we observe that
the real experiment and the simulation results follow the
same trends: there is significant ALU under-utilization, and
the LDST pipeline is stressed in several applications. We
observe the same trends for other benchmarks that are not
shown in Figure 4a. Second, each application stresses different components differently. For example, compute-intensive
applications (e.g., SAD, MM, HW) utilize IFID, SCH, and EXSP
significantly, and do not utilize EXLDST to the same extent. Conversely, memory-intensive applications (e.g., QTC,
BFS, BLK) do not utilize IFID, SCH, and EXSP , but heavily
utilize EXLDST . Third, in the applications that have high
EXSP or EXSFU utilization, the OCEX register, SCH and
IFID units also have similar utilization as the execute stage,
but the IDOC register and the operand collectors usually
have lower utilization. This leads us to conclude that the
bottleneck for SP or SFU instructions in such applications is
one of IFID, SCH, OCEX, or EX units. Fourth, in the applications that have high EXLDST utilization, units other than
IDOCLDST , OCLDST , OCEXLDST , and EXLDST have very
low utilization. Memory instructions in such applications
are bottlenecked by either the LDST unit, or the memory
system. Due to the heavy utilization of these units, the SCH
units stall for long periods either waiting for data to come
back from memory, or not finding independent instructions
to execute, leading to low IFID and SCH utilization. Fifth,
we observe very low utilization in SFU-related components
(0.8% in OCSFU ) as well as OCSP (1.8%) units across all
applications. We also note that, across the 34 applications,
the average utilization of memory instruction-related components is around 50%-60%, and average IFID, SCH, and
EXSP utilization is 24%, 21%, and 17%, respectively.

3. MOTIVATION AND ANALYSIS
Through detailed workload analysis, we first show that
GPU pipeline resources are heavily under-utilized. We then
conduct a utilization analysis of the entire GPU pipeline to
identify performance-limiting components, which motivates
our bottleneck-aware power/clock-gating mechanism.

3.1
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exiting the PG mode . The time that is needed to turn the
component back on is known as the wake-up delay. We assume a break-even time of 19 cycles and wake-up delay of 9
cycles [33]. Section 6.4 provides a sensitivity study of these
parameters. CG is employed by disabling the clock signal
to a pipeline component. It effectively reduces the component’s activity factor, has no break-even overhead, and the
clock-gated component can wake up in the next clock cycle
by enabling the clock signal.

The Problem: Under-utilized GPU Core

To demonstrate the under-utilization of the GPU pipeline,
we profiled our 34 GPU applications (Table 1) on an
NVIDIA K20 card using the CUDA profiler. Because K20
has higher peak throughput and DRAM bandwidth than
our baseline (shown in Table 3), we also profiled 27 different kernels from CUDA SDK 6.5 on an NVIDIA GTX 660
card, which is similar to our baseline. Figure 4 shows the
ALU and LDST utilization of each application/kernel on a
scale from 0 to 10, where 10 denotes 100% utilization of
the component, on the two systems. We show only 10 representative applications with their names in Figure 4a for
comparison with our simulation results in Table 1. Overall,
the real system results in Figure 4 demonstrate that ALUs
are heavily under-utilized in most of the applications, and
several applications make heavy use of the LDST pipelines.
Thus, the pipeline under-utilization problem we address in
this paper is a problem clearly visible in existing GPU hard-

3.2

Application Performance Sensitivity to
Pipeline Resources

3.2.1 Representative Applications
We now evaluate the impact of tuning-down GPU core
components on application performance. The intuition is
that tuning-down components that are not highly utilized,
or less utilized compared to other components would not degrade performance, but would lead to power savings. We
evaluate 8 different core configurations listed in Table 2,
where each entry is a different type of tuned-down core. For
4

Table 1: Component-wise utilization breakdown for 34 CUDA applications. A more shaded bar indicates higher utilization. IFID and
SCH utilization is further broken down into SP, SFU, and LDST instruction utilizations, from left to right with different shades of gray.
App.

IFID

SCH

IDOCSP

OCSP

OCEXSP

EXSP

IDOCSFU OCSFU OCEXSFU EXSFU IDOCLDST OCLDST OCEXLDST EXLDST

SSSP [4]
SP [4]
MST [4]
DMR [4]
BH [4]
TRD [6]
ST2D [6]
SPMV-S [6]
SCAN [6]
RED [6]
QTC [6]
MD [6]
PVR [12]
PVC [12]
SPMV [32]
SAD [32]
MM [32]
PATH [5]
LAV [5]
HW [5]
HOT [5]
BTR [5]
BP [5]
FWT [3]
TRA [3]
SLA [3]
SCP [3]
RAY [3]
NN [3]
MUM [3]
LIB [3]
JPEG [3]
BLK [3]
BFS [3]

bottleneck component. Therefore, tuning down IFID causes
more performance loss than tuning-down the other components. In CIFID , the bottleneck moves to the execution units,
and increasing these bottleneck resources in CCOMP leads to
higher performance compared to CIFID . HW exemplifies a
compute-intensive application. Because many compute components such as IFID, SCH, and the execution units have
similar utilization values, all of these resources are critical
for performance in such an application.
The next three applications, SPMV-S, QTC, and BLK are
sensitive to memory pipeline resources. As shown in Table 1, all of the components in SPMV-S are under-utilized.
This means that the bottleneck is not the memory system.
However, EXLDST is the unit with the highest utilization,
thus EXLDST is the bottleneck component for this application. Therefore, CLDST performs close to the baseline.
Also, similar to HW, since IFID utilization is slightly higher
than SCH utilization, CIFID performs slightly better than
CSCH . Thus, CMEM , which combines the benefits of CIFID
and CLDST , performs as well as the baseline. SPMV-S exemplifies a case where performance is highly dependent on
EXLDST even when the LDST pipeline utilization is low.
Both QTC and BLK demonstrate high memory pipeline utilization. However, they show contrasting sensitivities to different configurations. QTC is similar to SPMV-S, because the
utilization of EXLDST is significantly higher than that of
all the other components (making EXLDST the bottleneck
component), and contributes significantly to performance.
However, in BLK, the bottleneck is the memory system,1 not
EXLDST , because we observe very high DRAM bandwidth
utilization and very long memory latencies. In this application, a higher issue width degrades performance significantly because it leads to more contention in the alreadyoversubscribed memory system. Thus, configurations that
tune-down components in a way that reduces memory contention (CHALF , CIFID , CSP , CSFU , CLDST ) significantly improve performance over the baseline.

example, in CHALF , all 14 components are tuned down (i.e.,
operate at half their peak baseline throughput). In CIFID , all
components except IFID are tuned-down. Similarly, in CSP ,
all components except EXSP are tuned-down. In CCOMP ,
all components except components related to the compute
path (including IFID and SCH) are tuned-down. In CMEM ,
all components except components related to the memory
path (including IFID and SCH) are tuned-down. Note that
tuning-down a component means power-gating/clock-gating
only half of that component.
Table 2: Different Tuned Down Configurations
Config.
CHALF
CIFID
CSCH
CSP
CSFU
CLDST

Tuned-down
Tuned-down
Config.
components
components
ALL
ALL except IFID, SCH,
ALL except IFID
CCOMP and Compute Related
ALL except SCH
Components
ALL except EXSP
ALL except IFID, SCH,
ALL except EXSFU CMEM and Memory Related
Components
ALL except EXLDST

Figure 5 shows the effect of these 8 tuned-down configurations on the performance of 5 representative applications.
HW, a compute-intensive application, demonstrates a case
where IFID, SCH, and EXSP are all critical for performance.
SPMV-S, QTC, and BLK show three different cases in which we
analyze memory related performance bottlenecks. Finally,
we study NN, which is sensitive to most of the components
in the pipeline.
We observe in HW that CCOMP has almost no performance
impact. This is expected, as all components related to memory (IDOCLDST , OCLDST , OCEXLDST , EXLDST ) have low
utilization (Table 1) and tuning them down would not lead
to performance loss. We also observe that CHALF degrades
performance to 69% of that of the baseline. CIFID (76%)
performs significantly better than CSCH (68%), because the
utilization of IFID is higher than that of SCH and the other
components that are used by SP and SFU instructions (Table 1). Thus, for SP and SFU instructions, IFID is the
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Figure 5: Effect of tuned-down configurations on performance. All results are normalized to the baseline (Section 2).

In applications bottlenecked by memory bandwidth (e.g.,
BLK), we observe high memory access latencies. This is in
contrast to QTC, where latency is relatively low, and the
performance bottleneck is EXLDST . In applications bottlenecked by the memory system,1 we see a high number
of stalls after the memory instructions leave EXLDST (this
can be due to contention anywhere in the memory system).
From a theoretical point of view, the average memory latency is similar to the response time of EXLDST , described
in Section 2.2. We observe that both the average memory latency and the average response time of EXLDST in
QTC is approximately half of those in BLK. In summary, QTC
demonstrates a case where the memory pipeline (EXLDST ) is
the bottleneck, and more memory pipeline resources improve
memory-level parallelism, leading to better performance. On
the other hand, BLK (similar to SCP, TRA, FWT, SPMV, RAY, and
RED) demonstrates a case where the memory system (i.e.,
caches, network, DRAM) is the bottleneck, and increasing
the instruction throughput aggravates the problem of memory contention, leading to lower performance.
In NN, almost all components affect performance. Thus,
tuning-down most of the components reduces performance,
and the baseline outperforms all other configurations.

showing how the execution latency of a memory instruction in a wavefront (Figure 7a) can more than double if
another wavefront’s (Wavefront 2) memory instruction contends with this wavefront’s (Wavefront 1) instruction when
the issue width is doubled (Figure 7b).
In Figure 7a, the scheduler issues an instruction from only
a single wavefront due to the small issue width. This wavefront issues two memory requests (R1 and R2), and it stalls
until all of these requests are serviced and their data returns
to the core. Assume that the memory bandwidth is close to
saturation and allows only two requests to be serviced per
unit time and that the wavefront’s two requests return to the
core after a single time unit. Once they arrive, the wavefront
can continue its execution with the next instruction. Thus,
the latency of the wavefront’s instruction is only a single
time unit since both of the instruction’s memory requests
arrive after a single time unit. Assuming all instructions in
the wavefront are similar, performance is sustained at one
instruction per time unit.
Time unit 1

Wavefront 1

In applications such as BLK (Figure 5d), SCP, TRA, FWT,
SPMV, RAY, and RED, the performance bottleneck is the contended memory system. These applications have very high
memory bandwidth utilization, and injecting more requests
to the system by doubling the instruction throughput (e.g.,
CSCH compared to CHALF ) leads to significant performance
degradation. To understand the reason for this, we investigate the stalls incurred at L1 caches. The stalls happen
due to three main reasons. First, due to the high number of
memory requests, Miss Status Handling Registers are filled,
and further incoming requests stall. Second, miss queue
buffers are filled, and this prevents new packets from being
injected into the network. Third, if the L1 data cache uses
an Allocate-on-Miss policy, misses cannot reserve cache lines
before they can be serviced. If the policy is Allocate-on-Fill,
our simulations show that the problem manifests itself at L2
and DRAM, and the memory system bottleneck still causes
performance issues. Figure 6 shows the performance and the
L1 stall cycles per L1 miss of CSCH , normalized to those of
CHALF , for representative applications. We observe that the
increase in L1 stall cycles per miss correlates well with the
performance loss due to doubling the instruction throughput
in CSCH compared to CHALF . The applications with higher
memory bandwidth consumption suffer higher performance
losses compared to the others. We find these main trends to
be similar in other applications as well.
Normalized performance

RAY

TRA

SPMV

Normalized stall cycles per L1 miss

ST2D

PVC

LIB

W2-R1

W2-R2

In Figure 7b, the issue width is doubled, and the scheduler
can issue one instruction each from two wavefronts at the
same time. Similar to (a), assume that due to limited memory bandwidth, only two requests can be serviced per time
unit. Also assume that, due to contention in the memory
system, the memory system services R1 from each wavefront
concurrently and these two (W1-R1 and W2-R1) return in
one time unit. Thus, neither of the instructions in different
wavefronts is complete at the end of the first time unit because R2 is not even sent to the memory system. Once R1
from each wavefront is complete, R2 from each wavefront
is sent to the memory system. Only at the end of the second time unit, R2 from each wavefront is also complete, and
hence each wavefront can now move to issue its next instruction. Thus, the latency of each instruction is two time units
since both of the instructions’ memory requests arrive after
two time units. Assuming all instructions in a wavefront are
similar, performance is sustained at one instruction per two
time units. Thus, the performance of each wavefront halves
compared to the case where issue width is half (Figure 7a).
The actual performance of the system in (b) is actually even
worse than depicted: due to the larger number of outstanding memory requests in the system, contention and queueing
delays and buffering conflicts in various parts of the memory
system (caches, interconnect, and DRAM banks, buses, row
buffers) increase [7, 17–19, 21, 42, 47–49, 51, 62, 64–66, 82, 84],
and, hence, the latency of servicing each request becomes
larger than a single time unit. Thus, either wavefront in
(b) can complete one instruction long after two time units,

0
RED

Wavefront 2

time
W1-R2

(a) Single issue width
(b) Doubled issue width
Figure 7: Effect of increasing issue width on performance.
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3.2.2 Memory-Bottlenecked Applications
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Figure 6: Performance and the number of L1 stall cycles per L1
miss with CSCH , normalized to CHALF .

In order to provide insight into the increase in stalls due
to doubled issue width, Figure 7 provides an illustration by
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leading to overall system performance degradation compared
to when the issue width is half.5
We observe this scenario especially in applications with
high memory divergence [7, 14, 59] and those where some
requests are much more critical than others [7, 42] for application performance. Such applications are more prone
to longer latencies for an instruction because one or few
memory requests can easily dominate the performance of an
instruction if they get delayed due to increased memory contention. This problem becomes more severe in cases where a
wavefront instruction issues a high number of requests. For
example, Figure 6 shows that PVC is not very sensitive to
issue width although it has high bandwidth consumption.
This is because, a wavefront in PVC generates 2.36 memory
requests, on average, whereas this number is much higher in
more sensitive applications (e.g., 4.60 in BLK).
Several works [7,14,59] identified that, if multiple requests
from the same wavefront are serviced at different levels in
the memory hierarchy (e.g., one request is an L1 hit, while
the other is served by the DRAM), long latency operations
such as DRAM accesses become critical for performance, and
cause significant wavefront stalls. The problem we observe
is evident even when all the requests are served at the same
level in the memory hierarchy. The increase in outstanding requests puts pressure on the memory system. Specifically, as L1 caches are small in GPUs, applications with high
miss rates cause a majority of the cache lines to be reserved
(waiting for misses to return), preventing other misses to be
served. This causes cache stalls to increase. A miss that cannot be served increases the probability of its corresponding
wavefront to stall longer, and becomes critical for performance. In a big core configuration, because there are more
requests in the system, the number of critical requests increases, causing performance degradation. Overall, we find
that memory-divergent applications that are bottlenecked by
memory bandwidth benefit from reduced issue width.6
Summary. We conclude that applications utilize various datapath components differently and are bottlenecked
by different parts of the datapath or the memory system.
Hence, a PG/CG mechanism that is aware of the performance bottlenecks of each application is promising to
achieve both power reduction and performance improvement
in a GPU system with big cores.

4.

mance by employing PG/CG in a bottleneck-aware fashion,
based on our analysis in Section 3.2.
Power Benefits. We employ µC-States to reduce both
static and dynamic power consumption. As opposed to the
prior pipeline-level PG mechanism that creates idle times to
power-gate components [2] via a smart wavefront scheduling
mechanism, our mechanism relies on our analysis to determine the components that are not critical for application
performance. Gating such components, even if they are not
idle, does not have a significant effect on performance. Since
we do not need to create idle times for gating, our mechanism (1) can be employed at a coarser time granularity, (2)
has benefits that are unlikely to be dependent on the energy
overheads of entering/exiting the power-gating state, (3) is
independent of the underlying wavefront scheduler.
Performance Benefits. Our strategy aims to improve
the performance of applications that are bottlenecked by
the memory system. Section 3.2 already showed that such
applications benefit from reduced instruction throughput.
The performance benefits of our technique mainly come from
clock-gating the wavefront scheduler and reducing the issue
width. This is fundamentally different from prior works that
focus on reducing GPU cache thrashing [7, 41, 43, 44, 67, 76]
(see Section 6.2), and pipeline-level CG techniques for traditional CPUs [8,55] that do not focus on limiting issue width.
Note that we power-gate or clock-gate only one group in
a component. Because the peak throughput of the tuneddown component is halved, the progress of instructions inside the datapath is not entirely blocked.
Maintaining Execution State. µC-States employs
power-gating for components that do not store data and
clock-gating for components that do (see Section 2.3). When
µC-States decides to power-gate a component, it stops pushing more work into the component. Once the component
finishes all its outstanding work, the component is powergated. Thus, no data or execution state is lost.
µC-States Gating Algorithm. In order to dynamically
tune the pipeline components, each core requires a Gating
Control Unit. As shown in Figure 8, the controller periodically decides whether or not a group of components should
be tuned-down. Because tuning-down a component might
impact the utilization of that component and other components, tuning all components at the same time is suboptimal. µC-States gates components in three phases. As
the performance of the system is determined by the throughput of the functional units and the LDST units, and because
the throughput of these components do not directly affect
the instruction count incoming to any other component, the
algorithm starts with gating these components. In the first
phase (after an interval of 2048 cycles), the controller tunes
only the EXSP , EXSFU and EXLDST units. In the second
phase (2048 cycles after the decision for the first phase), the
remaining components belonging to SP, SFU, and LDST
pipelines (i.e., IDOC registers, OCEX registers, OC units,
and register file banks) are tuned. In the third phase, the
components that affect all types of instructions (i.e., IFID
and SCH units) are tuned. Then, the controller moves back
to the first phase. Each type of resource in our architecture
comprises of two groups. We tune only one group during
run-time (Section 2.3). Thus, at a given time, there is always at least one group active from each type of resource to
ensure forward progress. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode of µC-States.
The First Phase. The first phase of our algorithm tunes
EXSP , EXSFU , and EXLDST . It makes two main decisions.
The first decision is related to EXSP and EXSFU . As dis-

µC-States:

A DYNAMIC POWER- AND
CLOCK-GATING MECHANISM

We describe µC-States, our approach for tuning-down
components that are not critical for performance. In contrast to the core-level CPU power-management technique,
C-States [34], µC-States works at the datapath component
level and is invisible to software. The objective is to 1)
reduce the static and dynamic power of the GPU pipeline
by employing PG and CG in appropriate pipeline resources,
and 2) maintain and, when possible, improve GPU perfor5

A better memory system design that tries to service each wavefront’s requests in parallel (e.g., using ranking principles similar to
those in [7,13,18,22,48,49,63,66,71,73,83,84,91]), can provide better
performance than existing GPU memory systems, but they cannot
eliminate the memory contention problem. Thus, we leave the exploration of such memory systems to future work.
6
Note that the problem we have described is different from the one
observed by prior work [43,67,76], where limiting the number of wavefronts/CTAs reduces cache line reuse distances and improves locality.
In this paper, we reduce the issue width, which does not have a significant effect on cache line reuse. In fact, reducing the issue width
can actually benefit applications that do not benefit from caching,
whereas the aforementioned prior works obtain performance benefits
mainly via improved cache performance.
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Algorithm 1 µC-States
Phase 1
for i = SP, SFU do
if U [EXi ] < thU then
if EXi not tuned down then
tune − down[EXi ].
else
tune − up[EXi ].
if ResponseT ime[EXLDST ] > thRT then
if LDST not tuned down then
tune − down[EXLDST ].
else
tune − up[EXLDST ].
P

IFID

C

SCH

P

Phase 2
for i = OCEX, OC, IDOC do
for j = SP, SFU, LDST do
if U [ij ] < U [EXj ] then
if ij not tuned down then
tune − down[ij ].
else
tune − up[ij ].
*U[i] = Utilization of component i
*tune − up[i] = Turn ON all groups of
component i

IDOCSPC

OCSP C

OCEXSPC

EXSP P

IDOCSFUC

OCSFU C

OCEXSFUC

EXSFU P

IDOCLDSTC

OCLDST C

OCEXLDSTC

EXLDST C

Phase 3
if (U [SCH] < (thU × 2)) &&
(U [SCHi ] < U [EXi ]) ∀ i = SP, SFU, LDST then
if SCH not tuned down then
tune − down[SCH].
if U [IF ID] < U [SCH] then
if IFID not tuned down then
tune − down[IF ID].
else
tune − up[IF ID].
else
tune − up[SCH]; tune − up[IF ID].

compared against EXLDST ). If this ratio is lower than 1
(i.e., the component is not the bottleneck), the component
is tuned-down. The ratio must be less than 0.5 to ensure that
the bottleneck does not move from the execute stage to the
tuned-down component. However, we find that the pipeline
registers, OC units, and the register file banks are rarely
bottleneck components, therefore, we employ an aggressive
approach for tuning-down these components. In case these
components become the bottleneck after this phase, the decision is reverted back in the next execution of this phase.
This phase requires the utilization values for all IDOC, OC,
OCEX, and EX stage components.
The Third Phase. This phase tunes IFID and SCH.
Tuning these components is different from tuning others, because IFID and SCH serve all types of instructions, whereas
other components are dedicated for a specific type of instruction. In this phase, we break the utilization of SCH
into three: SP, SFU, and MEM type instructions. The controller compares SCH utilization for each type of instruction
to the utilization of the corresponding execute stage unit.
If SCH utilization is higher for at least one of the instruction types, SCH is considered to be the bottleneck, and is
not tuned-down. Also, if SCH utilization is greater than a
threshold (2× thU ), it is not tuned-down.7 Otherwise, SCH
is tuned-down. If the overall IFID utilization is lower than
SCH utilization, IFID is not the bottleneck component, and
it is also tuned-down whenever SCH is tuned-down.
Component Interactions. Tuning-down a component
affects the other components that share the same instruction path. For example, if EXSP is tuned-down, its utilization increases, which creates opportunities for tuning-down
other non-bottleneck components. Following this, if SCH
is also tuned-down, its utilization increases. If this moves
the bottleneck to SCH, SCH will not be tuned-down anymore, as the limited SCH throughput would reduce system
throughput. Thus, µC-States tries to achieve a system with
balanced component utilization levels across its iterations.

Phase 1

Phase 2
Phase 3

Gating Controller

Figure 8: Phases of µC-States. Components marked with P and
C are power-gated, and clock-gated respectively. In IFID, the
instruction decoder is power-gated, and the instruction-buffer is
clock-gated.

cussed in Section 3.1, the performance of the applications
that have high EXSP or EXSFU utilization are sensitive to
those resources. Thus, the controller tracks the utilization
of EXSP and EXSFU during an interval. At the end of the
interval, it tunes-down the components with low utilization
levels. In order to track component utilization, the controller tracks the busy cycles of each component during the
interval. EXSP busy cycles in an interval is between 0 and
the number of powered-on SPs, multiplied by the interval
length. Dividing this number by the total number of SPs,
and then by the interval length yields EXSP utilization. If
this value is lower than a threshold (thU ), the component
is tuned-down. If it is above the threshold, all groups are
turned on. Note that, if a component is tuned-down, its
utilization will double assuming its throughput remains unchanged. Thus, a threshold greater than 0.5 is likely to cause
performance loss.
The second decision is related to EXLDST . Applications
do not benefit from more LDST units if the performance
bottleneck of the application is the memory system rather
than the memory pipeline (Section 3.2). Applications that
are bottlenecked by the memory system observe high memory access latency. Thus, tracking memory access latency
can be one way to find which applications are bottlenecked
by the memory system. However, since tracking the average memory access latency in hardware is costly due to the
need of tagging each request with a time-stamp and measuring the latency of each returned request, we approximate
it by calculating the response time of EXLDST using Little’s
Law (see Section 2.2). The controller calculates the average response time of EXLDST , and tunes-down the unit if
the response time is higher than the Response Time threshold (thRT ). Response time is calculated by keeping track
of the number of wavefronts that have outstanding memory accesses (J) and the number of wavefronts that have
entered EXLDST during the last interval (λ). Note that the
first phase does not require EXLDST tracking utilization, but
requires calculating EXLDST response time.
The Second Phase. This phase tunes IDOC and OCEX
pipeline registers, OC units, and register file banks. It makes
use of the fact that the bottleneck component is the component with the highest utilization. Based on this, the controller calculates the ratio of the utilization of each component to the utilization of its corresponding execute stage unit
(e.g., IDOCSP is compared against EXSP ; or OCEXLDST is

5. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Simulated System. We simulate the baseline architecture described in Table 3 using a modified version of
GPGPU-Sim v3.2.2 [9]. The modifications allow GPGPUSim to run multiple applications concurrently and support
heterogeneous core configurations.
Application Suites for GPUs. We evaluated 34 GPU
applications from various suites such as the CUDA SDK
[9], Rodinia [15], Parboil [81], Mars [30], SHOC [16], and
LonestarGPU [11], listed in Table 1.
7

We pick this threshold, because we observe that SCH is utilized
mainly due to SP and SFU components, not LDST (see Table 1).
The threshold for keeping all SCH groups on should be greater than
thU , because SCH serves both classes of instructions, each using thU
in their respective Phase-1 tuning decisions. Thus, we use 2× thU to
tune SCH.
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Table 3: Baseline GPGPU configuration.

EXLDST . The most frequent re-tuning of EXLDST is done
at an interval of 6144 (2048 × 3) cycles. Overall, we observe that a group of EXLDST units is tuned down 80% of
the time. Our analysis shows that RED performs as good
as the baseline with CHALF (Table 2), and tuning down the
components most of the time does not hurt performance.
In contrast to RED, PATH shows stable behavior throughout
execution. In PATH, most of the components have high utilization and EXLDST observes low response time. Therefore,
SCH, EXSP , and EXLDST are not tuned-down throughout
execution, except for a short period of time where EXSP is
tuned down. Thus, our proposal tunes each component only
a few times during execution, and does so at a coarse granularity. This provides robustness, and reduces the impact of
PG-related timing overheads on performance and potential
power savings.

Core Config.
16 Shader Cores, SIMT Width = 32 × 4
Resources/Core Max. 1536 Threads, 32 threads/wavefront,
48 wavefronts, 36864 Registers
Caches/Core
16KB 4-way L1 Data Cache, 12KB 24-way Texture,
8KB 2-way Constant Cache, 2KB 4-way I-cache,
48KB Shared Memory, 128B Line Size
LLC Cache
768 KB/Memory Partition, 128B Line, 16-way
Wavefront Sch. Greedy-then-oldest [76]
Features
Memory Coalescing, Inter-wavefront Merging
Interconnect
16×6 Crossbar, 32B Channel Width
Memory Model 6 Shared GDDR5 MCs (×2 sub-partitions),
924 MHz, FR-FCFS [75, 92], 16 DRAM-banks/MC

Performance Metrics. We report Instructions Per
Cycle (IPC). For heterogeneous GPU simulations, we report Weighted speedup (WS) [23, 24, 80], defined as W S =
PN
th
application
i=1 SDi , where SDi is the slowdown of the i
IP Ci
alone
given by SDi = IP C alone , where IP Ci
is IPC of the ith

SCH

i

application running alone on the entire GPU.
Power Metrics. We use GPUWattch [54] to obtain the
dynamic power consumption. To estimate static power, we
configure GPUWattch [54] to model our baseline, and use its
area estimates to obtain the area of individual core components. We assume the static power of each core component
is directly proportional to its area [79]. We conservatively
assume that non-core components, such as the memory subsystem and DRAM, contribute to 40% of static power (using a smaller ratio would increase our power benefits). We
assume no static power for a component group when it is
power-gated. We report dynamic and static power separately from each other.
Mechanism Thresholds. Our scheme uses 2 thresholds:
thU and thRT . We determine thU to be 0.15, based on the
data given in Table 1 and the sensitivity of each application
to EXSP and EXSFU . Phase-3 of our scheme uses 2× thU for
tuning SCH. We observe that our scheme works efficiently
when thU is between 0.1 and 0.2. Phase-1 uses 100 cycles as
thRT , and our scheme is effective when this value is between
80 and 150. All thresholds are empirically determined.
Hardware Overhead. To implement µC-States, each
core requires a storage overhead of 32B. For the computation of the response time and the utilization of the pipeline
components, each core requires a 14-bit division unit, a 7-bit
adder, and a 14-bit comparator.
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Tuned Down

Normal
Tuned Down

Normal
Tuned Down

Normal
Tuned Down

Normal
Tuned Down

EX_SP

EX_LDST

(a) RED
(b) PATH
Figure 9: Dynamic behavior of applications showing the tuning
down of three components: SCH, EXSP , EXLDST . “Normal” denotes the case where all groups are turned on.

To demonstrate the effect of µC-States on the utilization
of each datapath component, Figure 10 shows the average
utilization of each component with our baseline and with
µC-States, for two applications with different behavior. We
make three observations. First, the utilization levels of the
components in compute-intensive PATH do not change significantly with µC-States, because, as shown in Figure 9b,
µC-States rarely tunes-down the pipeline components. Second, in SCP, IFID and SCH utilization increases. This is because: (1) since we tune-down IFID and SCH during most of
the execution, component utilization increases as the same
amount of work is done with fewer resources; and (2) because
our definition of SCH utilization is directly related to wavefront IPC,9 and because µC-States improves performance in
SCP (14%), we see an increase in SCH utilization. Third, in
SCP, the reduced scheduler throughput reduces queuing in
the memory pipeline, leading to lower memory pipeline utilization. µC-States also reduces the average response time
of the EXLDST unit by 9%, across 34 applications.
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We analyze the dynamic behavior of µC-States. We show
how it tunes down components during execution in two different applications with different dynamic behavior, RED and
PATH, in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively.8 Note that SCH
and EXSP are power-gated, whereas EXLDST is clock-gated.
RED is one of the applications that experiences significant
tuning-down/up at run-time. Since this application has low
EXSP utilization (Table 1), µC-States tunes down the SP
units after the first interval, and keeps it tuned down during the whole execution. Following this, the scheduler becomes under-utilized compared to the execution units, and is
also tuned-down throughout the execution. Although SCH
and EXSP show a stable behavior over time, one group of
EXLDST units is frequently turned on and off. This happens
due to the sudden changes in response time observed by

uC-States
Scheme

Baseline

SCH

Dynamic Adaptation

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

IDOC_SP

Utilization

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1

EX_SP

Normal
Tuned Down

(a) PATH
(b) SCP
Figure 10: Component utilization with baseline and µC-States.

In Figure 11, we show the average fraction of time that
IFID, SCH, EXSP , EXSFU , and EXLDST units are on. Note
that this value changes between 0.5 and 1, because when we
tune-down a component, we power-gate or clock-gate only
half of its units. A component with a value of 0.5 means that
the component is tuned-down throughout the entire execution. The figure demonstrates that IFID is usually critical
for performance, and it is tuned-down moderately. SCH is
less critical for performance, and it is tuned-down in most
of the applications except the ones that can achieve high
throughput and are compute-intensive. The execute-stage

8

For clarity, we analyze only SCH, EXSP , and EXLDST , because they
are the most critical components for performance. We plot a representative period starting from the kernel launch.
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Wavefront IPC is defined as the number of wavefront instructions
issued per cycle. It does not consider control divergence.
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Figure 11: Average fraction of time during which IFID, SCH, EXSP , EXSFU , and EXLDST units are on.
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Figure 12: IPC of µC-States and CHALF normalized to the baseline.

system, and is thus useful for memory-bottlenecked applications that suffer from memory divergence. We evaluated
CCWS using two cache-insensitive applications that benefit
from our technique (BLK and TRA), and observed that the application performance degrades by 4% and 2%, respectively,
compared to the baseline. Our technique and CCWS aim
to solve different problems, and thus can be combined to
provide further benefits.

units are tuned-down according to the application’s compute requirements. EXLDST is often tuned-down in applications that observe high memory access latency. Overall,
µC-States is effective at determining the components that
are not critical for performance and tuning them down.

Application Performance

6.3

Power Consumption

IFID

100%

SCH

EX_SP

EX_SFU

50%

Figure 14: Distribution of static power savings with µC-States,
for different pipeline components.

Dynamic Power. µC-States also reduces the average
dynamic power consumption by 7% (not graphed). The
dynamic power savings mainly come from clock-gating the
pipeline registers, EXLDST , operand collectors, and the register file banks. The savings from the instruction buffers is
negligible. MM, an application that rarely utilizes EXLDST , is
the application that experiences the highest dynamic power
savings (14%). Assuming that static/dynamic power conuC-States
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Figure 13: Static power of µC-States and CHALF normalized to the baseline.
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Savings Breakdown

Static Power. Figure 13 shows the impact of µC-States
on static power consumption, normalized to that of the baseline. The figure also shows the static power of CHALF as a
straight line. We show the component-wise breakdown in
Figure 14. We observe that µC-States reduces static power
to the levels of that of CHALF in applications that do not
need all the pipeline resources for higher performance. In
such applications, the majority of the benefits come from
tuning down the EXSP units. The only exception is BLK,
in which EXSP can be tuned down without affecting performance, but its utilization is greater than the respective
threshold to be tuned down. Since performance of BLK improves due to the reduced issue width, we also observe significant SCH static power savings. Overall, 81% of µC-States’
static power savings come from EXSP , and 9% from IFID
and SCH. µC-States provides 16% average static power savings.
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BFS
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Figure 12 shows the impact of µC-States on performance
(IPC), normalized to that of the baseline. We also compare
our mechanism to CHALF . We make four major observations. First, overall, µC-States performs 2% and 10% better than the baseline and CHALF , respectively, on average.
Second, µC-States does not degrade any application’s performance significantly, compared to the baseline. The worst
performing application is QTC, with only 3% performance
loss. In comparison, Abdel-Majeed et al. [2] demonstrate in
their work that their proposal causes up to 10% performance
loss. Third, µC-States improves the performance of applications that benefit from CHALF . In applications such as BLK,
SCP, RAY, TRA, SPMV, RED and MST, µC-States performs better
than the baseline, and as good as CHALF , due to the positive effect of halving the scheduler width (as discussed in
Section 3.2 for Figure 5d). These seven applications experience 9% average performance improvement with µC-States
over the baseline. Fourth, µC-States performs as good as
the baseline in applications that significantly benefit from
more pipeline resources (i.e., the applications that perform
poorly with CHALF ). These applications either require more
compute resources (SLA, HW, PATH, MM, and SAD), more memory pipeline resources (QTC and SPMV-S), or both (NN and
DMR). We conclude that µC-States enables a big-core GPU
to become higher performance than both a small-core GPU
and an unmanaged big-core GPU.
Comparison to CCWS. Our approach for improving
performance is significantly different from previously proposed wavefront throttling techniques such as CCWS [76].
CCWS reduces the number of wavefronts that can issue requests if the first level data cache is detected to be thrashed
due to high TLP, and is thus useful for cache-sensitive applications. In contrast, our approach does not consider cache
thrashing. Instead, it reduces the issue width if we detect
that the memory system is the bottleneck resource in the

MM
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7. HETEROGENEOUS-CORE GPU
Although we used our detailed GPU datapath component
characterization to propose a new PG/CG technique, it can
also be used for other purposes. One example is scheduling
and design decisions in a GPU that contains heterogeneous
(both small and big) cores. We provide a case study that
shows having heterogeneous GPU cores is beneficial from
power, performance and area aspects in a multiple application environment, when combined with a simple application
mapping mechanism driven by our bottleneck analysis.
We simulate a heterogeneous GPU system consisting of
8 big cores used in our baseline, and 8 CHALF cores. We
compare this system to two different homogeneous configurations: our baseline (16 big cores) and CHALF (16 small
cores). We use nine workloads formed by mixing three applications that prefer CHALF (BLK, SCP, and FWT) with three
applications that prefer baseline cores (MM, SAD, and NN).
The applications that prefer CHALF are mapped to small
cores. The other applications are mapped to the large cores.
Figure 17 shows the performance of our heterogeneous-core
GPU and CHALF normalized to our baseline. We observe
that 1) CHALF causes 12% average performance loss over
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Sensitivity to timing overhead parameters. We
evaluated µC-States with different break-even and wake-up
time parameters (Section 2.3) to show that our mechanism is
not sensitive to these overheads. Taking a more conservative
approach compared to Warped Gates [2], which uses breakeven times of 9, 14, and 19 cycles, and wake-up times of
3, 6, and 9 cycles, we experimented with higher break-even
times of 19, 29, and 39 cycles, and higher wake-up times of 9,
15, and 21 cycles. Since µC-States works at a much coarser
granularity, and since it does not re-tune components frequently, we did not observe any significant impact on its
power and performance benefits.
Sensitivity to the time interval between phases. In
µC-States, the interval between two phases is 2048 cycles.
Setting this parameter to 4K, 8K, and 16K cycles reduces
performance benefits to 1.7%, 1.6%, and 1.1%, and static
power benefits to 14%, 13.5%, and 12%, respectively. This
reduction is because the responsiveness of µC-States to dynamic changes in the application behavior reduces with a
longer interval.

Sensitivity to register file size and the number
of CTAs/core. In our baseline, we used a register file
size and CTAs/core limit similar to NVIDIA Fermi [68],
because prior work shows that the register file is underutilized [50, 88] and high CTA load can cause performance
degradation [43]. We conduct a sensitivity study to show
that µC-States works with a larger register file (64KB) and
a higher CTAs/core limit (16), as in the NVIDIA Kepler architecture. Figures 15a and 15b show the performance and
static power of µC-States normalized to the baseline with
more register file and CTA resources, respectively. Similar to our previous results with the baseline configuration,
we observe 2% performance improvement and 16% static
power savings. Most of the applications that have low component utilization levels do not experience higher utilization
by executing more CTAs. These applications are usually
the ones that experience power savings when components
are tuned-down. Because the component utilization levels
are low even with more CTAs, there is still ample scope
for tuning-down cores. Thus, the power benefits with µCStates do not reduce with more CTAs. On the other hand,
the applications that have high component utilization levels
do not provide significant power savings in our baseline, and
thus the power savings they obtain with µC-States do not
change significantly. We also observe that µC-States maintains the performance of these applications. We conclude
that µC-States works effectively when employed in a system
that has a larger register file and a higher CTAs/core limit.
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(a) Performance
(b) Static power
Figure 16: Performance and static power of µC-States with the
RR scheduler normalized to the baseline with RR scheduler.
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the RR scheduler.10 Thus, our mechanism can work with
any scheduler, but its power and performance benefits may
vary with different schedulers. This is in contrast to recent
work (e.g., Abdel-Majeed et al. [2]) where the power saving
mechanisms are scheduler specific. Because the major goal
of a warp scheduler is to improve performance, and not to
make the utilization of pipeline components similar, we expect PG/CG opportunities to remain similar with different
schedulers. Thus, our mechanism can identify any not-soperformance-critical components for power savings regardless of the choice of the wavefront scheduler.

tributes to 40%/60% of the total chip power in a similar
architecture [57], µC-States reduces average chip power by
around 11%.
Comparison to GPUWattch. We compare µC-States
to the per-lane CG strategy proposed in GPUWattch [54].
GPUWattch clock gates the individual SIMD lanes that are
not used in the presence of branch divergence. Thus, it
reduces power consumption only when some of the SIMD
lanes of an active component are idle. In contrast, µCStates clock-gates a component group when it predicts that
not using that group negligibly impacts application performance. We find that these two approaches are complementary. GPUWattch alone saves 5% dynamic power, and when
combined with µC-States (with 7% dynamic power savings
alone), the total dynamic power savings become 10%. µCStates provides static power savings on top of this, which
the GPUWattch strategy cannot provide.

(a) Performance
(b) Static power
Figure 15: Performance and static power of µC-States using a
larger register file and CTAs/core limit, normalized to the baseline with a larger register file and CTAs/core limit.

Sensitivity to wavefront scheduling mechanisms.
We conduct a study to show that µC-States can be employed
with different wavefront schedulers [26, 40, 41, 53, 67, 76, 77].
We change our baseline GTO wavefront scheduler [76] to
a round-robin (RR) scheduler [26]. Figure 16a and Figure 16b show the performance and static power of µC-States
normalized to the baseline with RR, respectively. Overall,
we observe that the performance benefits of µC-States increase to 5%, and static power savings remain at 16% with

10

RR has been shown to perform poorly compared to GTO [76]. µCStates provides higher performance benefits for applications that prefer lower issue width with RR, compared to GTO.

11

Normalized WS

the baseline, mainly because of the performance loss experienced by the applications that prefer more pipeline resources
than CHALF provides, and 2) the heterogeneous-core GPU
performs as good as the baseline with fewer resources. Thus,
having a heterogeneous-core GPU for executing multiple applications can provide the same performance as the baseline
with 15% lower static power and lower area, when applications are intelligently mapped to the heterogeneous cores.
We defer a detailed study of design issues to a future work.
1.2

C_Half
C_HALF

works [1, 27, 28, 37, 54, 88–90] propose power efficiency techniques for memory, caches, register files and pipeline components in the context of GPUs. None of these works develop
a comprehensive power and clock gating mechanism like this
paper does for the entire GPU pipeline.
Configurable and Heterogeneous Architectures.
Many works design more configurable and heterogeneous
architectures for better power consumption and/or performance. Park et al. [72] adaptively customize the SIMD
lanes in a multi-threaded architecture to improve energyefficiency. Several works [35, 45, 46] propose mechanisms to
morph larger cores into multiple smaller cores, or combine
smaller cores to make larger ones. Van Craeynest et al. [87]
propose a techniques to estimate an application’s performance while executing the application on a larger core. Several works from Suleman et al. [85, 86], Joao et al. [38, 39]
and Du Bois et al. [20] propose techniques that accelerate the
bottleneck portions of multi-threaded applications on large
cores of a heterogeneous multi-core processor. Guevara et
al. [29] explore various design points for a heterogeneous architecture consisting of Xeon and Atom processors within a
certain power budget. Mishra et al. [60, 61] design heterogeneous interconnects to maximize performance and power
efficiency. None of these works consider fine-grained power
or clock gating of GPU pipeline components or having heterogeneous cores in GPUs.

Heterogeneous

1
0.8
0.6

Figure 17: Performance of an example heterogeneous GPU and
CHALF , normalized to the baseline.

8. RELATED WORK
To our knowledge, this is the first work that performs
a study on the sensitivity of the entire GPU datapath on
performance, proposes a comprehensive power gating and
clock gating mechanism for GPUs, and shows a proof-ofconcept case study for heterogeneous cores within GPUs.
Power Saving Techniques. Abdel-Majeed et al. [2] propose a wavefront scheduler that clusters the same type of
instructions and issues them to the execution units closeby
in time before switching to other instruction type(s). This
increases the idle time of specific execution units, and, thus,
the PG opportunities. Our mechanism is different in four
major ways: 1) instead of only execution units, we target
the whole pipeline, and also the interactions between different pipeline components, based on well-established ideas
from queuing theory to identify performance bottlenecks in
GPU cores, 2) our scheme does not rely on long idle periods and is independent of the wavefront scheduler choice, 3)
our strategy is not sensitive to timing and energy overhead
parameters because it works at a coarser granularity, and 4)
our mechanism does not cause significant performance loss
for any of our applications, and improves performance of
applications where the memory system is the bottleneck.
There are white papers on power saving mechanisms by
AMD [4] and NVIDIA [70]. Our approach of using CG
for some components instead of PG, to maintain execution
state, is similar to AMD’s approach. In AMD’s design [4],
some blocks are always-on (AON), and some are on-and-off
(ONO), whereas we employ CG for the blocks that we do
not power-gate. ONO blocks are 3D-graphics blocks, and
they can be power-gated during runtime, whereas we focus
on compute-related datapath components. NVIDIA Tegra
4 [70] employs CG and DVFS techniques for compute and
graphics units when executing graphics and compute applications, respectively. Our mechanism works at a finer time
and component granularity, building on our detailed analyses of fine-grained component utilization in Section 3.2.
Prior works in the context of CPUs clock-gate pipeline
components based on resource usage [8, 55, 58], use reducedsize issue buffers for higher energy efficiency [25], dynamically tune resources for higher energy efficiency [3, 10, 74],
and use a combination of fetch gating and issue queue
adaptation [12]. None of these works improve performance. Hong et al. [31] propose core PG mechanisms
to allow only a set of GPU cores to be active. Lee et
al. [52] statically analyze the best GPU configuration under
a fixed power budget. Ausavarungnirun et al. [6] propose
a memory controller design that improves energy efficiency
for a heterogeneous CPU-GPU architecture. Other prior

9. CONCLUSION
We introduce µC-States, a new, comprehensive powerand clock-gating framework for GPUs that improves both
power consumption and performance. µC-States minimizes
power consumption by turning off, or tuning-down, datapath
components that are not bottlenecks for the performance of
the running application. Our mechanism is based on a new,
rigorous, queuing-theory-based analysis of datapath component utilization of various applications in big-core GPUs,
which demonstrates that: (1) many GPU datapath components are heavily underutilized, and this underutilization
varies across components and within and across applications,
and (2) having more resources in a GPU core can sometimes
degrade application performance by increasing contention in
the memory system. We show that our analysis could also
be useful in guiding scheduling and design decisions in a
heterogeneous-core GPU with both small and big cores. Our
case study demonstrates that a heterogeneous-core GPU can
provide lower power consumption and smaller chip area at
the same performance as a conventional big-core GPU design. We believe and hope that the analysis and mechanisms
provided in this paper can be useful for developing other new
analyses and optimization techniques for more efficient GPU
and heterogeneous architectures.
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